CERATIZIT is a high-tech engineering group specialized in tooling and hard material technologies. The
privately owned company headquartered in Mamer, Luxembourg, employs over 9,000 people
worldwide at 34 production sites and over 60 sales offices.
We are looking for ambitious, passionate, and forward-thinking professionals who can integrate our
teams and contribute to our success. In return, we offer our employees the opportunity to develop their
careers and ideas within a dynamic international group.
Join the CERATIZIT team and get started today as:

PRODUCT MANAGER (W/M/X)
TOOLMAKER AND PRIVATE LABEL INSERTS
CERATIZIT LUXEMBOURG S.AR.L - MAMER
TASKS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
▲ Managing the assigned product ranges through their entire product life cycle and being
the product champion:
o Gather and prioritize product and customer requirements, identify trends
o Translate business strategy into product strategy and execute the product strategy
worldwide.
o Implement and analyse performance indicators (products positioning, profitability,
opportunities and forecasting)
o Create marketing documentation (technical documentation…)
o Bring innovative solutions in terms of continuous improvement in order to optimize the
product’s life cycle.
o Provide support for the resolution of technical issues and do trainings on technical
aspects.
▲ Supporting the innovation and taking part in the development of new products
o Coordinate the activities for the development projects of new products (R&D,
machining production tests…)
o Take part in the monitoring and resolution of technical issues
▲ Being the link and coordinator between Production, R&D, Quality, Supply Chain and
Sales Departments concerning product-related subjects
▲ Support for customer-specific projects.
o Take part in technical meetings with the clients to enhance the commercial partnership
and support the sales force.

Classification: Internal \ All employees

PROFILE AND REQUIREMENTS
▲ Holding an Engineer Diploma specialized in Mechanical or Production Engineering.
▲ Having a first experience in Product Management would be an advantage. Recently graduated
diploma engineer with high potential could also be considered.
▲ Having strong analytical skills.
▲ Being assertive, autonomous and open-minded.
▲ Showing strong relational and communication abilities.
▲ Being performance oriented.
▲ Experience within a multicultural environment would be considered as an advantage.
▲ Strong MS-Office skills. Knowledge of SAP would be an advantage.
▲ Speaking fluently German, French and English.
▲ Availability for business trips within Europe.
Are you convinced that commitment and team spirit make a real difference?
Then we would like to meet you! Apply now online!

Laura Ott - HR Recruiter,
101, Route de Holzem, L-8232 - Mamer Luxembourg
E-Mail: laura.ott@plansee-group.com
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